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This invention relates to electrical transmission lines 
and more particularly to transmission lines that aroused 
in high frequency communication systems. 
At the present time the two most common types of 

microwave transmission lines which are used in com 
munication systems are the coaxial cable and the wave 
guide. Both of these types of transmission lines suffer 
from certain faults. In the case of coaxial cables, they 
are exceedingly ditiicult to manufacture and, although 
they lend themselves to use over extended distances, the 
cost of manufacture becomeshigh when great distances 
are to be spanned. Waveguides, on the other hand, do 
not lend themselves to use over extended distances, and, 
because of the close tolerances required, are even more 
difhcult'or expensive to manufacture than the coaxial 
cable. However, the waveguide permits the use of higher 
and higher frequencies surpassing the frequency capa 
bilities of the coaxial cable. 
As an alternative to both waveguides and coaxial 

cables, printed circuit techniques have been utilized to 
make what is, commonly referred to in the art as strip 
transmission line, which consists actually of two planar 
outer conducting members commonly referred to as 
ground planes and an inner member which is the actual 
conducting member spaced between the two outer mem 
bers. The space between the two ground planes is com 
monly ?lled with dielectric. This dielectric serves the 
function of holding the inner conducting member in 
proper spaced relationship to the ground planes. 
The strip transmission lines most commonly used con 

sist of such a center conductor between two planar ground 
planes. A conventional way of providing an electrical 
connection to the two ground planes to suppress un 
wanted modes, and also of holding the entire assembly 
together, is by rivets or screws. These rivets, in order 
that a proper wave transmission circuit for the TEM 
mode may be formed, must be spaced very close together 
as, for example, approximately 1A0 of a wavelength or 
less, so that radiation from the circuit can be avoided 
and the desired mode transmitted. Obviously, a problem 
arises as higher and higher frequencies are to be trans 
mitted inasmuch as the rivets, in order to have the neces 
sary strength, must have a certain minimum diameter. 
Thus, typically, the rivets are .080 inch in diameter and 
cannot be conveniently spaced closer than about .150 
inch between centers. Obviously, this represents a serious 
limitation for higher and higher frequency transmission. 

In addition to the foregoing the lateral spacing of 
the rivets should be something less than 1/2 a wavelength 
and preferably less than 1A of a wavelength to avoid con 
version from the desired TEM mode of transmission to 
a waveguide mode. This requirement of less than 1A 
of a wavelength results from the fact that the typical 
rivets or fasteners which are spaced 1A0 of a wavelength 
apart along the line are inductive and that the waveguide 
thus obtained corresponds to a solid waveguide of wider 
dimensions. 

If, for example, it is desired to operate the circuit at 12 
kilomegacycles where the wavelength in the dielectric 
is approximately 1.67 centimeters for a dielectric con 
stant (e) of 2.25, then the fastener spacing ‘should be 
equal to or less than .167 centimeter which is equal to 
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approximately .066 inch along the line. Obviously, the 
minimum limits set forth in the foregoing for the use of 
rivets or screws prevent their use in such an arrangement. 

in addition, in the manufacture of such a transmission 
line it is necessary to drill numerous holes for the rivets 
and to fasten the rivets in place. It can be appreciated 
that, at especially high microwave frequencies, such a 
technique is quite inelilcient because of the small rivet 
spacing. 

It is an object of the present invention to transmit 
microwave frequencies in a strip-type transmission line 
which has a higher frequency limit than is obtainable 
in present lines of this type. 

It is another object of this invention to produce a 
strip-type transmission line for use at high microwave 
frequencies by a method which does not entail drilling 
holes and inserting and fastening individual rivets or 
pins therein. ' . ‘ 

These and other objects of the present invention are 
achieved in an illustrative embodiment wherein a trans 
mission line comprising ?rst and second thin parallel 
planar conducting ground planes are separated from each 
other by a suitable dielectric material. Within the di 
electric material and parallel with the ground planes and 
equally spaced from each is a center planar conductor, 
which is narrower than the ground‘ planes. In order that 
the desired TEM mode be propagated in the transmission 
line, the ground planes are electrically connected together 
by conductive means passing through the insulation. 

It is a feature of the present invention that the con 
ductive means connecting the ground planes together 
comprises a continuous conducting thread stitched to 
said ground planes through the dielectric material, there 
being such a continuous‘member on each side of the 
center conducting member. ‘ 

With such an arrangement, it is possible to space the 
vertical portions of the stitches quite closely together, 
much more so than heretofore achievable through the 
use of rivets or individual connectors, and thus much 
higher frequency operation is possible. 

It is another feature of the present invention that the 
stitchingis performed by more or less conventional sew 
ing machine techniques using, for example, the type of 
machine used in sewing shoes together. Such a tech 
nique eliminates the necessity of drilling holes in the 
transmission line as required in prior art techniques and 
permits every adjustment and insures uniformity of the 
spacing between the stitches. 

These and other objects and features of the present 
invention will be readily apparent from the following 
description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a strip transmission line 

of the prior art; 
Fl”. 2 is a cross section of the line ofFlG. 1 showing 

the ?eld con?guration of the desired TEM mode; 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of one illustrative embodi 

ment of the invention, and 
FIG. 4 is a side view of another illustrative embodi 

ment of the invention. ' I 

Turning now to FIG. 1, there is shown a conventional 
type strip transmission line 11 comprising a planar center 
conductor 12 lying in a plane parallel to and preferably 
equally spaced from a pair of parallel planar ground 
planes ‘13 and 14 of conducting material. Ground planes 
13 and 14 are held in spaced relationship by a pair of lon 
gitudinally extending dielectric members 16 and 17 which 
also serve as a support for conducting member 12. Di 
electric members 16 and 17 are of a material preferably of 
low dielectric loss, and, in general, are glued together at 
their juncture to assist in holding the assembly together. 
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It is not necessary that there be two dielectric members, 
it being possible to use a single member ?lling the entire 
space and in which conductor 12 is buried. 
As thus far described, transmission line 11 is capable of 

transmitting electromagnetic energy. However, in addi 
tion to transmitting energy in the desired TEM mode, it 
also tends to generate spurious unwanted modes. A fur 
ther drawback to such a line is that it tends to radiate 
energy out of the unbounded sides of the line, and it also 
is subject to having unwanted energy radiated into it. In 
order to remedy these defects, and additionally to aid in 
holding the structure together, an array of spaced conduct 
ing rivets or pins 18 extends along the line on either side 
of the center conductor and electrically connects the two 
ground planes 13 and 14 together. When these pins are 
spaced longitudinally and transversely less than one-half 
a wavelength apart, spurious modes and radiation of en 
ergy are effectively eliminated, and the structural strength 
of the line is increased. The desired TEM mode, as de 
picted in FIG. 2, then contains substantially all of the 
energy being propagated in the line. 
As pointed out in the foregoing, such a transmission 

line as just described has certain inherent frequency limita 
tions. As the desired ‘frequency of operation increases, 
both the radiation problem and spurious mode generating 
problem become more acute. It therefore becomes neces 
sary to space the rivets or pins 18 quite close together in 
the longitudinal direction, such as, for example, approxi 
mately V101,, where x, is the Wavelentgh in a medium of 
dielectric constant 6. Thus efforts to space the pins, which 
must have a certain minimum diameter for structural 
strength, so close together represent an almost impossible 
construction problem, inasmuch as individual holes must 
be drilled for each pin. In addition, the speed and ease 
of fabrication which make such a line so desirable are 
negated, the cost and dif?cuty of fabrication becoming 
prohibitive. 

In FIG. 3, there is shown an arrangement embodying 
the principles of the present invention wherein a strip 
transmission line 21 is produced which suffers from sub 
stantially none of the defects of the type of line depicted 
in FIG. 1. As in the line 11 of FIG. 1, line 21 comprises 
a pair of parallel, planar ground planes 22 and 23 of 
thin conducting material such as copper, held in proper 
spaced relationship by a pair of dielectric members 24 and 
26, which also serve to support a center conducting mem 
ber 25 in proper parallel, planar relationship with mem 
bers 22 and 23. In accordance with the principles of the 
invention, however, the pins or rivets 18 of the device of 
FIG. 1 are replaced by a continuous conducting thread 
27 which is stitched through the ground plane 22, dielec 
tric members 24 and 26, and ground plane 23, making 
electrical contact with both ground planes. In FIG. 3, 
there is depicted an arrangement for creating a lock stitch, 
wherein the loops 28 formed by the lock stitch needle 29 
loop around a bobbin strand 31 preferably of conductive 
material, thereby assuring good electrical connection be 
tween the ground planes 22 and 23. Inasmuch as con 
ducting thread or wire 27 undergoes fairly rough manip 
ulation during the sewing operation, it should be any 
one of a member of suitable high conducting materials of 
good ?exibility and tensile strength. In practice, copper 
has been found to work well, but other materials may be 
more suitable. For example, aluminum, nickel, copper 
coated steel, or various ‘alloys may be used equally as well. 
Bobbin wire 31 does not have to possess these properties 
in the same degree, other than that of high conductivity. 
In addition, the needle 32 may be modi?ed by lengthening 
the grooves 33 on either side to protect the wire 27 during 
passage through the line. The needle should, of course, 
be as sharp as possible to enable easy penetration of the 
ground planes. 

It can readily be appreciated that with the arrangement 
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of FIG. 3, the vertical stitches, which function in the 
manner of the pins or rivets 18 of the line of FIG. 1, can 
be located in place quite rapidly, do not require a tedious 
drilling of holes, and may be spaced quite close together 
by a simple adjustment of the sewing machine. With 
such an arrangement, it has been possible to construct 
lines where the longitudinal spacing between members 34 
is well within the required l/lok, even at very high micro 
wave frequencies. The lateral spacing between stitches or 
conductive members 27 should be less than 1/21, and pref 
erably less than 1AM. This latter dimension stems from 
the fact that members 34 are inductive and the transmis 
sion line thus created corresponds to a waveguide of 
wider dimensions. Thus the 1A A, spacing effectively sup 
presses the spurious waveguide modes which might be set 
up with a greater spacing. It can readily be appreciated 
that such a spacing can easily be maintained with the 
arrangement of FIG. 3 without the necessity of compli 
cated drill jigs or ?xtures. 

In FIG. 4 there is depicted a second method of creat 
ing a stitched transmission line, wherein instead of a lock 
stitch, a simple loop stitch is utilized. In the arrangement 
of FIG. 4, the sewing needle 41 pierces ground plane 42, 
dielectrics 43 and 44, and ground plane 46, and forms 
simple loops 47 of conductive thread 48. A pair of pres 
sure rollers 49 and 51 are arranged to follow the needle 
41 and press the loops 47 ?at against ground plane 46, 
thereby insuring good electrical contact between the loops 
47 and ground plane 46. The ?attened loops may then be 
glued or soldered in place, although this last step while 
desirable is not strictly necessary. 
From the foregoing it can readily be seen that utilizing 

the principles of the present invention, a simple strip-type 
transmission line of very high frequency capability is pro 
duced in an economical, simple, and rapid manner. 
While only two methods of making the transmission 

line have been disclosed, other methods may occur to 
workers in the art without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A high frequency electrical transmission line com 

prising ?rst and second planar thin outer conducting 
members lying in spaced parallel planes, a third thin 
planar conducting member in the space between said ?rst 
and second members, means for maintaining said third 
planar conducting member in ?xed parallel insulating 
relationship with said ?rst and second members, said 
means comprising dielectric material in the space between 
said ?rst and second members, and means for forming 
non-radiating side walls for said transmission line com 
prising a thin continuous conducting thread on each side 
of said third planar member, each of said threads being 
stitched to said ?rst and second members through said 
dielectric material. 

2. A high frequency electrical transmission line as 
claimed in claim 1 wherein the transverse spacing between 
stitching in the dielectric material is less than 1AM‘, where 
I, is the wavelength of the electrical energy propagating 
in said transmission line. 

3. A high frequency electrical transmission line as 
claimed in claim 1 wherein each of said thin continuous 
conducting threads passes through said dielectric and is 
looped about a thin continuous conducting thread in elec 
trical contact with one of said planar outer members. 
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